
MICROCOSM:  
A small, representative system having analogies to a larger system in constitution, configuration, or 

development.

We are collectors, on a journey to find our own personal design strategies independent of brief or site. Forged in 
Canterbury and London, distilled in Venice. That way when we come to design it will not be a slick cool handed 
splicing of requirements into space, it will be a fractious and spiky affair. This is good, the best architecture needs 
friction.

Our design strategies are being formed through a series of short projects. Narrative, 2D, 3D, analogue, digital 
and at differing scales. The only connecting thread is you, this stuff is your doing and compounded it speaks for 
you. To bind this disparate work into a singular  piece and give it it’s proper status within your year’s work, and it 
will be a totem and touchstone, we need to package it beautifully. 

The Soane Museum might be seen as cabinet for the authors’ subconscious as well as his relics. St. Peters 
Church might be seen as a four dimensional casket for the liturgy. You will build your own cabinet of curiosities 
to incorporate or contain all of your short projects leading up to Venice. It needs to be capable of being taken to 
Venice with us. Together they will form our own Invisible Cities.

The model / casket / cabinet will be a beautiful, fully finished, suggestive piece that you are proud of. In it’s 
form, construction and materiality it will have architectural potency. Achieve this in any way you can: found 
components, laser-cutting in metal, acrylic or wood, 3D printing, combinations of all of these. Remember that a 
model such as this needs to be designed before final production. Aim for precision. Ensure you document that 
design process and the construction. Examples of models we like are shown overleaf.
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